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Dreaming klimt 
 
Yumi Kim, Kyoung-Hee Cho 
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Inspiration & purpose: The purpose of this project was to make a dress that was inspired by the 
shiny and brilliant gold color of Klimt's "KISS" painting, especially by the man's garment in the 
painting. This dress can be for elegant formal wear or for eveningwear. 
Design Point: I selected gold spandex embroidery lace and see-through embroidery lace to 
represent the color of the man's garment in the painting. I used various sizes of stones to depict 
the man's garment. I irregularly arranged the stones along the princess line of the right side in 
order to express the dreamlike image in the painting. Arranging the various sizes of the square 
and rectangular stones is the design point. The raglan sleeve and the see-through material show 
off a woman's voluptuous charms. The controlled hemline of the dress expresses her 
magnificence. 
Techniques: This dress is decorated with different sizes of rectangular stones that represent the 
stones trimmed on the man's garment in the painting with grey, black, and white color. By 
arranging the rectangular stones in a gradation, the stones look as gorgeous and mysterious as 
stained glass. 
 
Materials: 100% embroidery lace spandex & 100% see-through embroidery lace, gem stones 
Date Completed: May 16, 2014 
Measurements: 2yards 
 
This work was supported by 2014 LINC, Mokpo National University, South Korea. 
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